Abstract. Broadcast encryption schemes allow a message sender to broadcast an encrypted data so that only legitimate receivers decrypt it. Because of the intrinsic nature of one-to-many communication in broadcasting, transmission length may be of major concern. Several broadcast encryption schemes with good transmission overhead have been proposed. But, these broadcast encryption schemes are not practical since they are greatly sacrificing performance of other efficiency parameters to achieve good performance in transmission length. In this paper we study a generic transformation method which transforms any broadcast encryption scheme to one suited to desired application environments while preserving security. Our transformation reduces computation overhead and/or user storage by slightly increasing transmission overhead of a given broadcast encryption scheme. We provide two transformed instances. The first instance is comparable to the results of the "stratified subset difference (SSD)" technique by Goodrich et al. and firstly achieves O(log n) storage, O(log n) computation, and O( log n log log n r) transmission, at the same time, where n is the number of users and r is the number of revoked users. The second instance outperforms the "one-way chain based broadcast encryption" of Jho et al., which is the best known scheme achieving less than r transmission length with reasonable communication and storage overhead.
only from the current transmission without the history of past transmissions. One of main security concerns in the stateless broadcast encryption schemes is how to efficiently exclude illegal (revoked) users from a privileged set, that is, how to ensure that only legal users decrypt a encrypted broadcast message.
Various BE schemes have been designed to improve efficiency. Efficiency of BE schemes is mainly measured by three parameters: the length of transmission messages, user storage, and computational overhead at a user device. The ultimate goal would be to achieve the best efficiency of all three parameters simultaneously. But it seems, to date, that there exists no BE scheme achieving this goal. As an alternative treatment, a trade-off between the parameters has been considered. In fact, schemes with a various efficiency trade-off fit into many real applications and moreover support the creation of potential application scenarios. Since a message sender in BE schemes broadcasts a message to possible huge number of users, efficiency in transmission overhead has been considered as a critical measure by service providers. Therefore, reducing storage or computation overhead without greatly sacrificing transmission overhead is important.
In most practical applications of BE, a group of users may be quite huge and BE schemes should basically provide scalability, i.e., suitability for a large number of group users. But, unfortunately, most of transmission-efficient BE schemes are not scalable since they requires large storage or computation at a user device. Especially, these schemes are not suitable to wireless networks where users are holding strictly resource-restricted mobile devices.
Our Contributions. In the paper we study a modular approach to transform an arbitrary BE scheme to a scalable one efficiently while preserving the security of the underlying scheme. We construct a compiler of which resulting scheme, for a large number of group users, maintains transmission overhead of the original scheme asymptotically but gains reduction in users storage and/or computation overhead. Hence, by applying our compiler to a known transmission-efficient BE scheme which is impractical due to large computation or user storage for keys, we can inexpensively construct an efficient and scalable solution regardless of the structure of the underlying BE scheme.
To illustrate our transformation, we concretely present two compiled instances which provide a good performance in various aspects, in fact, outperform the previously known schemes:
-Goodrich et al. [9] proposed the stratified subset difference (SSD) method, which achieves O(r) transmission and O(n 1 d ) computation and O(log n) storage overhead per user, where n is the number of users, r is the number of revoked users, and d is a predefined constant. This is the best scheme achieving O(r) transmission and O(log n) storage overhead simultaneously. But under O(log n) computation restriction, the scheme needs O( 1 log(log n) log 2 n) storage, which is closer to O(log 2 n) storage overhead per user. This should be undesirable in memory-constrained environments. Our first example is a BE scheme which achieves O( log n log(log n) r) transmission, O(log n) computation overhead, and O(log n) (precisely log n + 1) user storage, at the same time.
-Very recently, Jho et al. [14] proposed the "one-way chain based broadcast encryption schemes" of which one is the best scheme achieving less than r transmission messages with user computation overhead proportional to n at the worst case. But their scheme is still considered non-scalable because of excessive storage requirement, i.e., for a predetermined constant k, n − 1 k keys storage at a user device. The second example is a BE scheme in which the number of transmission messages is less than r only except for a small number of revoked users, i.e., 0.75 % of n, while user storage and computation overhead are in a reasonable bound.
Related Work. Since the first formal work of BE by Fiat and Naor [8] , many researches [12] have been done to improve the efficiency in various aspects by using various trade-off methods and design approaches, i.e., combinatorial designs, logical key trees, algebraic approaches such as secret sharing, multi-linear mapping, and cryptographic tools such one-way accumulator. Some BE schemes based on combinatorial design are suggested to provide information-theoretical security [10, 11, 17, 18] .
Based on a logical key tree structure, a number of broadcast encryption schemes [20, 19, 1, 2, 16, 13, 9] have been suggested. Significant works among them are the Subset Difference (SD) scheme [16] by Naor et al. and its improvement, the layered SD scheme [13] by Halevi and Shamir. These schemes achieve O(r) transmission complexity while maintaining O(log n) computation overhead and O(log 2 n) key storage per user. Recently Goodrich et al. [9] firstly proposed the stratified subset difference (SSD) method which satisfies O(log n) keys storage per user (this is called the log-key restriction) and O(r) transmission overhead simultaneously but requires O(n 1 d ) computation overhead where d is a predetermined constant. Their security depends on the existence of pseudo-random sequence number generator.
To achieve more efficient transmission overhead, some schemes have used algebraic properties such as secret-sharing [15, 3] . But these schemes have to broadcast at least r transmission messages in order to expose the shares of revoked users. Recently, a notable work based on a one-way accumulator was suggested by Attrapadung et al. to achieve O(1) transmission complexity [2] . Their method uses a trade-off between security against collusion and non-secret storage size. However, despite of constant transmission complexity, their scheme is considered as impractical in the case of large number of users because of massive requirement in non-secret keys and computation cost at user side. Boneh and Silverberg [6] proposed a zero-message BE scheme which requires only constant amount of non-secret storage by using n-linear maps of which construction seems to be very difficult for n > 2. Very recently, Boneh et. al. [5] proposed a (public-key) BE scheme using bilinear maps where transmission length is O( √ n), user key storage is a constant size and computation overhead is O( √ n). Security of their scheme is based on the so-called Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Exponent assumption.
Organization. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We review and define some notions of broadcast encryption in Section 2 and construct our compiler and analyze its efficiency in Section 3. We illustrate two compiled instances of our compiler in Section 4. We compare the resulting schemes with the SD [16] , LSD [13] , SSD [9] , one-way chain based BE [14] schemes in Section 5. Finally, we conclude with some remarks on other issues in Section 6.
Broadcast Encryption
In this section we briefly review and define the notion of broadcast encryption. Generally BE schemes are classified into two types: symmetric key and public key based BE schemes. In the symmetric key setting, the only trusted group center GC can generate a broadcast message to users while, in the public key setting, any users are allowed to broadcast a message. We denote by U the set of users and by R ⊂ U the set of revoked users. The following is a formal definition of a symmetric key based BE scheme.
Broadcast Encryption Scheme. A BE scheme B is a triple of polynomialtime algorithms (SetUp, BEnc, Dec), i.e., setup, broadcast encryption, and decryption:
-SetUp, the randomized algorithm takes as input a security parameter 1 λ and user set U. It generates private information SKEY u for user u ∈ U. Private information of group center GC is defined as the set SKEY U of private information of all users.
-BEnc, the randomized algorithm takes as input a security parameter 1 λ , private information SKEY U of GC, a set R of revoked users, and a message M to be broadcast. It first generates a session key GSK and outputs (Hdr R ,C GSK,M ) where a header Hdr is information for a privileged user to compute GSK and C GSK,M is a ciphertext of M encrypted under the symmetric key GSK. Broadcast message consists of [R, Hdr R , C GSK,M ]. The pair (R,Hdr R ) and C GSK,M are often called the full header and the body, respectively.
-Dec, the (deterministic) algorithm takes as input a user index ind u , private information SKEY u of u, the set of revoked users R, and a header Hdr R . If u ∈ U\R then it outputs the session key GSK.
In public key broadcast encryption, the setup algorithm additionally generates the public keys PK U of users and PK U instead of the private information SKEY U of GC is taken as input in the algorithms BEnc and Dec. Input terms in the above description may be extended by allowing additional input terms such as a revocation threshold value, i.e., the maximum number of users that can be revoked.
In [16] Naor et. al. presented the so-called Subset-Cover framework. The idea of this abstract method is to define a specific subset and associate each subset with a (subset) key SK, which is made available only to the users of the given subset. To cover the set U\R of privileged users, U\R are partitioned into collection of such pre-defined subsets and the (subset) keys SK i associated to the subsets are used to encrypt a session key GSK. In this case the header consists of ciphertexts of GSK, i.e., Hdr R =[E SK1 (GSK), ..., E SKt (GSK)] where E is a symmetric encryption scheme.
Efficiency. Let n and r be the numbers of total users and revoked users for a given BE scheme B, respectively. Efficiency of BE schemes is mainly measured by three parameters: transmission overhead, user storage, and computational overhead.
-T O B (r, n): Transmission overhead is defined as the total length (number of bits) of a header in a broadcast message transmitted. We exclude the information of indices of revoked users and the body from the transmission overhead since the information are equivalently needed for all BE schemes. -SO B (n): User storage overhead is defined as the maximum number of private keys initially given to a user. -CO B (n): Computational overhead is defined as the maximum number of basic computation done by a user device.
Security. Basically a BE scheme should provide resiliency to collusion of any set of revoked users. According to the capabilities of an adversary and security goal, we can formally define several types of the security notion of broadcast encryption. Here we briefly present the so-called CCA1-security [4] (chosen ciphertext security in the pre-processing mode [7] ) of broadcast encryption, which is believed to be sufficient for most applications. Especially we note that the Subset-Cover framework of [16] in which computationally independent keys are used as a message encryption key, is suitable to this notion.
To measure the CCA1-security of a BE scheme B we consider the following game between an adversary A and a challenger which models adaptive adversarial actions, user corruption and chosen ciphertext attack, etc: -Setup. The challenger runs SetUp(1 λ , U) algorithm and generates private information of users u ∈ U.
-Adversarial Action. A corrupts any user u to obtain private information SKEY u and asks to any (non-corrupted) user to decrypt a ciphertext C created by A. A also gets the encryption of a message M selected by itself when it chooses a set R of revoked users. -Challenge. As a challenge, A outputs a message CM and a set R of revoked users including all ones corrupted by A. The challenger selects a random bit b∈{0, 1}. If b=1 the challenger runs BEnc with R to obtain C=(Hdr R , C GSK,CM ). Otherwise it computes C=(Hdr R , C GSK ,RM ) where RM is a random message whose length is similar to that of the message CM . Then it gives C to A.
-Guess. A outputs its guess b ∈{0, 1}.
Let CGues denote the event that the adversary correctly guesses the bit b in the above game. The advantage of an adversary A is defined as Adv A,B (λ)=|2 · P r[CGues] − 1| where P r[CGues] is the probability of CGues. We say that a BE scheme B is CCA1-secure if for any probabilistic polynomial time adversary A, the advantage Adv A,B (λ) is negligible.
Generic Transformation for Scalable Broadcast Encryption
In this section we present a compiler transforming a broadcast encryption scheme impractical due to computation overhead or user storage for huge number of users to a scalable one. We assume that the number of group users is denoted by n=w s . The variables w and s are to be defined to reduce user storage or computation overhead in advance.
We first provide an overview of our construction intuitively. The main idea of our method is to apply a given broadcast encryption scheme B to a relatively small subset in a hierarchical and independent manner. To implement such a concept, we use a complete w-ary tree with height s, where each user is associated with a leaf. In the tree the root is labeled with a special symbol b 0 =e. If a node at depth less than s is labeled with β then its b i -th child is labeled with βb i where
is the concatenation of all indices on the path from the root to the node. Let sibling set S b0b1···bj be a set of nodes with a same parent v b0b1···bj in the tree. The BE scheme B is applied to each sibling set S b0b1···bj independently, as if nodes in S b0b1···bj are users for an independent BE scheme. To revoke a user, by considering all nodes on the path from the revoked leaf (i.e., user) to the root as revoked nodes, we independently apply the revocation method of B to each sibling set including a node along in the path from the root to the revoked leaf.
Our Compiler
Given any BE scheme B = (SetUp, BEnc, Dec), our compiler constructs a BE scheme B = (SetUp, BEnc, Dec) as follows:
-SetUp: For given security parameter 1 λ and a set U of group users, the algorithm performs the following:
• First SetUp makes a complete w-ary tree T |w| in which each leaf is associated to each user. Next, (if necessary) SetUp constructs a user structure for each sibling set in T |w| according to B.
• Independently running SetUp of B on each sibling set S b0b1···bj , (0≤j≤s-1), SetUp assigns keys to each node (including an interior node). For distinction we denote the BE scheme B and its SetUp applied to S b0b1···bj by B b0b1···bj and B.SetUp b0b1···bj , respectively. That is, each node (which is not actually a user in the tree) in S b0b1···bj is assigned user keys by B b0b1···bj . Let K b0b1···bj bj+1 be the set of keys assigned to a node v b0b1···bj bj+1 in S b0b1···bj . SetUp then provides each leaf v b0b1···bs (i.e., user) with a set
, where K b0 is a singleton set of an initial session key.
-BEnc: For given message M and a set R of r revoke users, it performs the followings to generate a broadcast message: it first makes the Steiner Tree ST induced by R, that is, the minimal subtree of T |w| which connects the root of T |w| to all leaves in R. Starting from ST as an initial tree, it recursively removes leaves from ST until ST becomes a single node. 1. Find a sibling set S consisting of leaves of ST . 2. If |S|=w, then it removes from ST all leaves in S and makes their parent node a leaf. 3. Otherwise, it applies revocation method of BEnc to S and generates ciphertexts of a group session key. Then it removes all leaves in S from ST and makes their parent node a leaf.
-Dec: For given legal user v b0b1···bs ∈ U\R, it first finds the user's ancestor v b0b1···bt in the lowest level such that v b0b1···btct+1···cs is a revoked user.
To decrypt a group session key, it uses a key assinged to revoke a node v b0b1···btct+1···cs from S b0b1···bt .
As an example shown in Figure 1 , we consider a complete 5-ary tree with height 3 for a set of 125 users U={u 1 ,· · · , u 125 }. A leaf v e235 , which is associated with user u 40 , receives a set of keys U K ve235 =K e ∪ K e2 ∪ K e23 ∪ K e235 where K e is a singleton set of an initial group session key, K e2 is a set of keys assigned to a node v e2 in sibling set S e2 by B.SetUp e2 , K e23 is a set of keys assigned to a node v ε23 in sibling set S e23 by B.SetUp e23 and K e235 is a set of keys assigned to a node v e235 in the sibling set S e235 by B.SetUp e235 , as in Figure 1 . To revoke {v e125 , v e434 }, as in Figure 2 , consider the minimal subtree ST which connects the root to the leaves v e125 and v e434 . Taking all nodes with a same parent in ST revoked in their sibling set S α , we apply revocation method of B α to the sibling set S α . Revocation methods of B e12 , B e43 , B e1 , B e4 , B e are sequentially applied to the sibling sets S e12 , S e43 , S e1 , S e4 , S e in a bottom-up manner, respectively. In the construction of our compiler, a single broadcast encryption scheme are independently applied to each sibling set in T |w| . But the construction allows that different broadcast encryption schemes are applied to different sibling sets, in order to provide flexibility depending on the resource restriction of client devices. We observe that nodes in the higher level (i.e., closer to the root) become useless more quickly as revoked users are uniformly distributed. Utilizing this observation, we can use a BE scheme assigning less keys per node at a higher level, which will increase the number of transmission messages slightly during initial period. This must be a good trade-off because the initial transmission overhead is relatively small.
Basically the security of our modular method is based on the security of a given BE scheme and the independence usage of the scheme. By using a standard hybrid argument, we can prove the following lemma. The proof will appear in the full version of the paper. Lemma 1. The compiled scheme preserves the security of the underlying broadcast encryption scheme.
Performance Analysis
We analyze efficiency of the presented compiler with respect to three efficiency parameters: transmission overhead, user storage overhead, computational overhead at a user device.
User Storage Overhead. In a compiled BE scheme, the number of keys that a user should store is |U K v b 0 b 1 b 2 ···bs | = |K b0 |+|K b0b1 |+· · · +|K b0b1···bs |= 1+s·SO B (n 1/s ). BE schemes satisfying O(log n) storage restriction have been considered important [9] since they are well suited to low-memory devices in wireless mobile networks. We note that the compiled BE schemeB preserves O(log n) key restriction of the underlying BE scheme B. Concretely, SOB(n) is O(log n) since 1 + s · SO B (n 1/s ) ≤ 1 + s·(c·log w n 1 s +1) = 1 + (c + 1)·log w n ≤ 1 + (c + 1)·log 2 n where c is a constant factor. If storage size in the underlying scheme is less than log w n such as a constant then storage size in the compiled scheme increases up to log w n which is still satisfying O(log n) storage restriction.
Computation Overhead. In a compiled BE scheme, the maximum number of the basic operations which a user should perform is CO B (n 1/s )(=CO B (n 1 log w n )) since the size of each sibling set at each level is n 1/s . If s= log w n log w (log w n) then n 1/s =log w n. If t different BE schemes B i (1 ≤ i ≤ t) are used for sibling sets in the setup algorithm then
Transmission Overhead. Generally it is not easy to analyze the asymptotic behavior of transmission overhead in compiled BE schemes since BE schemes show various transmission overhead. However we assume that transmission overhead in a given BE scheme is monotone increasing (possibly non-decreasing) as the number of revoked users increases. In this case, transmission overhead T O B (r, n) in a compiled BE scheme is upper-bounded by s·T O B (r, n 1/s ). In particular, if a given BE scheme satisfies the Subset-Cover framework we can concretely show that T O B (r, n) is recursively described as follows:
where ω=n 1/s and γ is a number such that the maximum number of transmission ciphertexts in B for γ revoked users is n−γ. The concrete analysis appears in Appendix.
Compiled Instances
We apply our compiler to several transmission-efficient schemes, which have inefficiency in computational overhead or user keys storage for huge number of users, to gain scalable and efficient BE schemes. The transformation provides reduction in user storage and/or computation overhead by slightly increasing transmission overhead of a given BE scheme.
Broadcast Encryption Scheme for User Devices with Low-Resource
In this section we present a BE scheme which achieves O(log n) user storage, O(log n) computation overhead, and O( log n log(log n) r) transmission overhead at the same time. To achieve this goal, we first construct a BE scheme B1 which requires 2r transmission messages and only 1+log 2 n key storage per user, but n operations per user. Next, by applying the compiler to B1, we gain the desired scheme.
Broadcast Encryption Scheme B1. As a structure of B1 scheme we consider a segment of the number line L where numbers are linearly ordered by their magnitude. For any points i and j (≥i), we denote the set {k|i ≤ k ≤ j}, called as a closed interval, by S [i,j] . For example, S [2, 6] ={2,3,4,5,6}.
We define two one-way chains, C 
is a one-way chain such that starts from j and negatively goes through j − 1,· · · , i + 1 and then ends at i. For a given sd j ∈{0, 1} , the chain-
is computed by repeatedly applying the function F to sd d times.
SetUp. For a given security parameter 1 λ and a set U of users, the algorithm SetUp performs the following: First it arranges all users in U on a segment of the number line L linearly by the magnitude. A point i in L is associated with a user u i . Next, to give a user a set of private keys, it executes the following key assignment.
Starting from S [1,n] as an initial closed interval SetUp performs the following recursively: For a given closed interval S [i,j] for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, SetUp selects random and independent labels sd i and sd j , and assigns these to users u i and u j . SetUp computes chain-values by consecutively applying F to labels sd i and sd j , respectively. Then SetUp assigns F k−i (sd i ) and F j−k (sd j ) to a user u k . Next SetUp divides the closed interval S . While a sub-interval is not a singleton, SetUp applies the above assignment method to the sub-intervals repeatedly. The label sd i (sd j ), which is assigned to the previous closed interval, is reused in a sub-interval S [i,m] (S [m+1,j] ) and label sd m (sd m+1 ) is newly selected and assigned to a user u m (u m+1 , respectively). By using the above method, SetUp provides a user with 1+log 2 n keys since 1+log 2 n closed intervals including the user are gained from the above binary division and, for each interval, only one key value is newly assigned to the user.
For an example, for U={u 1 ,· · · , u 32 }, SetUp provides a user u 6 with 6 (=1+log 2 2 5 ) keys, i.e., chain-values
, and sd 6 associated to 4 closed intervals, S [1, 32] , S [1, 16] , S [1, 8] , S [5, 8] and S [5, 6] , as in Figure 3 . Fig. 3 . Key assignment to u6 in B1 . . . 
For given r revoked users, BEnc applies the above single revocation method to each disjoint sub-interval including one with one revoked user. In order to apply the method systematically BEnc uses a binary division. That is, for a given set of revoked points R={u i1 ,...,u ir }, BEnc finds a division point d i firstly separating each pair of consecutive revoked nodes u ij and u ij +1 by performing a binary search on L.
Finally BEnc covers each subset by using the above single revocation method. . . .
For example, as shown in Figure 4 , for U={u 1 , · · · , u 32 } and R={u 5 , u 11 }, the set U\R of remaining users is partitioned as follows:
L\{5, 11}=S [1, 8] ∪S [9, 32] Decryption. For given legal user u k ∈ U\R, the decryption algorithm Dec first finds two consecutive revoked users u ij and u ij+1 such that k∈S [ij ,ij+1] . Next, by using a binary search, Dec finds the division point d which firstly separates two points i j and
Security. We can easily show the correctness of B1 that every privileged user can decrypt an encrypted group session key. Revoked users are excluded by onewayness of one-way chain and so cannot obtain useful information to decrypt an encrypted group session key. Formally, we show that B1 scheme is resilient to collusion of any set of revoked users by using the following lemma and the similar idea in [16] . In the lemma we assume that F and F are pseudo random permutations in the sense that no probabilistic polynomial-time adversary can distinguish the output of F (and F ) on a randomly selected input from a truly random string of similar length with non-negligible probability.
Lemma 2. The above key assignment satisfies the key-indistinguishability condition [16] under the pseudo-randomness of given functions F and F .
We can prove the lemma by using a hybrid argument on the length of oneway chains, i.e., showing that the gap between true randomness and pseudorandomness is negligible.
Efficiency. In the presented scheme, at most two ciphertexts of a group session key per revoked user are generated. Hence the number of total ciphertexts consisting of a header Hdr is at most 2·r for r revoked users. But computation overhead is proportional to n.
When we apply the compiler to B1 scheme, in the resulting scheme B1, the compiled BE scheme B1 satisfies O(log n) key restriction since user keys storage in the original BE scheme B1 is 1 + log 2 n. However, we can show that user storage overhead does not change, i.e., 1 + log 2 n since one private node key assigned to the parent node of a given node can be deleted and so 1 − s + s·(log 2 n 1 s +1) = 1 + log 2 n. Computation overhead is reduced to O(n 1 s ) for s=log w n. If we choose the variables w=n log 2 (log 2 n) log 2 n and s= log 2 n log 2 (log 2 n) then we also reduce O(n 1 s ) computation overhead to O(log n). However transmission overhead slightly increases by at most a factor of s from 2r. More precisely, transmission overhead is described by the recursive formula in Session 3.2 since B1 satisfies the Subset-Cover framework.
Remark. Based on a similar approach using one-way chains, Goodrich et al. [9] presented the SSD (stratified subset difference) scheme for low-memory devices. But, unlike the work in [9] , our method does not use a tree structure. This eliminates the cost for traversing internal nodes in the tree, which causes increase in computation overhead. In addition, with respect to efficiency, the SSD scheme achieves O(log n), more precisely 2d log 2 n, user storage overhead and O(r) transmission overhead, but O(n 1 d ) computation overhead where d is a predetermined constant. When O(log n) computation restriction is strictly required, the constant d should be as large as log 2 n log 2 (log 2 n) and user storage overhead also becomes, rather than O(log n), closer to O(log 2 n), which is relatively heavy and so undesirable in memory-constrained environments.
Transmission-Efficient Broadcast Encryption Schemes
In this section, to construct a scalable transmission-efficient BE schemes, we further apply our compiler to a previously known transmission-efficient BE scheme, but inefficient in computation cost and user storage size for a huge number of users.
Recently, Jho et al. [14] have presented BE schemes where the number of transmission messages is less than the number of revoked users r, i.e., 1 k · r for a predetermined constant k. To bring the number of transmission messages down, they used a fine strategy to cover several subsets of privileged users by using only one key. Their basic scheme requires O(n k ) user storage overhead and O(n) computation overhead. To reduce storage and computation overhead further, they presented interval or partition-based construction to deal with relatively small number of users. Unfortunately, in their methods, user storage overhead is still heavy or initial transmission length is relatively large.
By applying our compiler to their schemes, we construct a scalable BE scheme B2, which has 1 2 · r transmission messages (except only for a small number of revoked users) with a reasonable user storage and computation overhead. As the underlying schemes for our compiler, we apply two different BE schemes in [14] at different depth of a w-ary tree. One is the BE scheme using simple one-way ring where the number of transmission messages is r. This scheme is applied to every sibling set not in the bottom level. The other is the BE scheme based on a so-called HOC(2,[m,2]), which is a combination of HOC(2:m) with simple hierarchical ring with depth 2 and OFBE(m:2) using 1-jump one-way chain. HOC(2,[m,2]) has 1 2 r +1 transmission ciphertexts and relatively low user storage compared to that of the one-way chain-based scheme. This scheme is applied to every sibling set in the bottom level, i.e., sibling set consisting of leaves in the tree. The efficiency for B2 is as shown in Table 1 .
We note that, for w(=n 1/s )=100, n (s−1)/s is less than 1% of n. The compiled scheme B2 provides similar (or less) transmission overhead, compared to the schemes in [14] while gains reasonably low user storage and computation overhead. For comparison between the schemes, refer to Session 5.
Similarly applying our compiler to other BE schemes such as BE schemes based on a secret sharing [3, 15] , one-way accmulators [2] , or complicated operations etc., gives scalable transformations of these BE schemes under different security assumptions in information theoretical or computational aspects.
Efficiency Comparison between Proposed Schemes
In this section we compare the efficiency between our compiled BE schemes with SD [16] , LSD [13] , SSD [9] , (1,100)-π 1 [14] schemes. In the following we assume that the size of a key is 128 bits, which is considered reasonably secure currently. The number of computations means the number of basic operations needed to compute a key encrypting a group session key.
For a specific example, we consider the case of n=10 8 users and w=100. As we show in Figure 5 , the number of transmission ciphertexts of B2 is similar to that of the SD scheme at initial interval where the number r of revoked users is smaller than 0.75 % of the total users. But, except this interval, the number of transmission messages of B2 becomes, at worst case, about 1 4 of the number of transmission messages of the SD scheme. The number of keys stored by a user in B2 is about 4 times as many as that of the SD scheme. But this difference is acceptable in many applications.
In particular, B1 satisfies log-key restriction strictly, and suitable to lowmemory applications where the memory is less 1 Kbyte such as a smart card. This allows a message sender to revoke any r users with transmission overhead being similar to that of the SD scheme [16] . Table 2 . Comparison between B1, B2, SD [16] , LSD [13] , and SSD [9] In Table 2 . "≤" in the first column means upper-bound of the number of transmission ciphertexts of a group session key. Since the original BE schemes B1 and B2 are defined in Subset-Cover framework transmission overheads in the compiled schemes B1 and B2 are described by the recursive formula in Section 3.2. More concretely, if 10 −4 n ≤ r ≤ 10 −2 n then T O B1 (r, n) ≤ 4r+10 −4 n and T O B2 (r, n) ≤ r+10 −4 n. Else 10 −6 n ≤ r ≤ 10 −4 n then T O B1 (r, n) ≤ 6r+10 −4 n and T O B2 (r, n) ≤ 1.5r+10 −4 n.
Conclusion
We have presented a modular method transforming broadcast encryption schemes, which are impractical due to computation complexity or user keys storage for huge number of users, to scalable ones. As concrete examples, we have presented some compiled instances: The first is a BE scheme achieving O(log n) user storage, O(log n) computation overhead, and O( log n log log n · r) transmission overhead at the same time. The second is a transmission-efficient BE scheme with a reasonably low user storage and computation overhead.
For all schemes based on the Subset-Cover framework, our compiler provides a traitor tracing method by using a similar method in [16] . Further study would be a method to apply our modular approach to other traitor tracing methods.
